People's Music Network is a membership-based nonprofit organization.

We facilitate educational and networking experiences where people develop the crafts of music and poetry as tools for social change. For over 40 years, we have provided intentional spaces for musical, cultural and political education.

**PMN EVENTS:**

1) **PMN SUMMER GATHERING**
   
   June 12-14, 2020
   
   @ Woolman Hill Retreat Center
   
   Deerfield, MA

   A weekend retreat in Western Massachusetts connecting politically progressive musicians. Includes shared meals, onsite housing, camping, home stays, open mic, skill-building workshops – all in a warm and inclusive creative community. Come share songs and skills and build community!

2) **PMN FALL CONVERGENCE**
   
   Saturday, October 24, 2020
   
   @ The People’s Forum
   
   320 West 37th Street, NY, NY

   A full day of workshops, networking, and music sharing. Includes shared meals, open mic, workshops. Takes place at The People's Forum -- a movement building space in NYC.

**REGISTER ONLINE**

PEOPLES MUSIC ORG

---

"SOLIDARITY IS THE HEART OF OUR CRAFT.

SONG IS THE TORCH FOR OUR IMAGINATION."
JOIN THE PEOPLE'S MUSIC NETWORK

PMN is a diverse community of singers, artists, activists and allies cultivating music and cultural work as catalysts for a just and peaceful world.

We recognize the power of music to effect social change. By sharing this music in an environment where we meet on an equal basis, we strengthen our commitment as artists and activists to produce transformative political culture.

JOIN US: HELP STRENGTHEN TRADITIONS OF MUSIC FOR SOCIAL CHANGE!

BECOME A MEMBER...

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP DUES:
- STANDARD - $40
- LOW INCOME - $25
- SOLIDARITY - $75

Get free listing in PMN membership directory, discounts on PMN event registration, and support from a network of committed artists and activists.

FIND LOCAL SONG SWAPS
In DC; NYC; Hartford, CT; Greenfield, MA, or start one where you live!

PEOPLES MUSIC.ORG

CONTACT:
BEN GROSSCUP, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
BEN.GROSSCUP@PEOPLES MUSIC.ORG
413.658.5374

JOIN US: HELP STRENGTHEN TRADITIONS OF MUSIC FOR SOCIAL CHANGE!

Performances at 2019 PMN Fall Convergence.

Intergenerational Song Circle at PMN Gathering.

PMN members Annie Patterson, Luis Cortes and Luci Murphy perform at PMN Concert.